Abstract-This paper investigates the problem of context incorporation into human language systems and particular in Sentiment Analysis (SA) systems. So far, the analysis of how different features, when incorporated into such systems, improve their performance, has been discussed in a number of studies. However, a complete picture of their effectiveness remains unexplored. With this work, we attempt to extend the pool of the context -aware language features at the sentence level and to provide the foundations for a concise analysis of the importance of the various types of contextual features, using data from two different in type and size datasets: the Movie Review Dataset (MR) and the Finegrained Sentiment Dataset (FSD).
I. INTRODUCTION
Incorporating context into human language technology and particular to SA systems has been successfully applied to various applications and domains. Among these, opinion expression tasks, opinion summarization, sentiment and opinion retrieval, analysis of market trends, business decisions [1] , etc. are included. Context-aware Sentiment Analysis (SA) systems, as a more "novel" type of SA systems, are able to additional take context into consideration to further identify longer segments along with their aligned features that are indicative of the existence of sentiment.
For example, a person may choose to review a product positively or negatively based on his current attitude, opinion or emotion towards that certain product. Even in his most enthusiastic reviews, there is still a possibility of mentioning negative aspects of that particular product. Conversely, in very negative reviews there might still be mentions of several positive aspects of the product. Moreover, it is possible to retrieve different opinions, which can even be uttered in the same sentence. Considering for instance, the sentence: "Despite the pretty design I would never recommend it, because the sound quality is unacceptable" which expresses both assertive and negative opinions about a product. In this light, to determine both negative and positive sentences in product reviews, exploring the type of context-aware features should be examined in depth. Researchers believe that SA systems cannot stand alone without considering context, as such information w.r.t. the understanding of the sentiment of sentences assists to unfold the opinions collected online [2] .
During the past decade, several context-aware SA systems have been proposed to increase the systems' performance. Figure 1 summarizes a number of the predefined parameters during the experimental setting which affect the systems' performance. In a more detailed way, it can be inferred that different approaches on how the subjectivity is extracted from natural language text [2] , [3] , how the sentiment is measured, which are the sentiment-carrying words in texts and how are we measuring them (e.g. word frequencies), what is the size and the source of the examined opinion repositories, at which level of analysis have they been examined (sentencelevel, phrase-level, document-level) [2] , [3] and finally how complicated is the sentence structure (e.g. when conjuction words and comparisons are included), may reduce or make more challenging the analysis of the performance.
At the same time, sentiment incorporation through context -aware features has reached some encouraging results. Specifically, different machine learning techniques investigate patterns in text's vector representations, while at the same time lexicon-aware methods [4] account for semantic orientation (i.e. positive, negative or neutral opinion) in individual words. However, the main strength of the lexicon-aware approaches is also their weakness. Considering that the lexicons' content is predefined, they cannot adapt to novel (domain) forms of expressions [3] .
Additional attempts of accounting for structural aspects of opinionated text is the analysis of the documents' rhetorical structure to retrieve sentiments and opinions [4] , [5] . To fulfill this requirement, the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [6] is applied, to identify the rhetorical roles of text segments. This is of particular importance in SA, considering that sentiment words are expected to contribute differently to the overall sentiment depending on the examined text segment. For instance, within the sentence: "we saw a movie that was awful, but it was nice walking with you after the cinema", the subsentence (but it was nice walking with you after the cinema) could be counted as negative here, in order to account for the contrasting rhetorical relation between the two segments.
In this paper, we extract a number of context -aware language features at the sentence level and we further extend those features that are already used in SA systems. We also avoid at this point w.r.t. our experimental purposes to use existing affective lexica, as we would like to examine our system's performance without incorporating predefined lists of words that could not be adapted at a later point to other domains. So far, a wide gamut of them has been tested by the majority of research teams, mainly in constrained environment [7] - [10] . Table I summarizes the main characteristics based on which, the discussed studies have been performed in this area. With this in light, we assure that it is not yet confirmed the impact of every feature set as well as how the combination of some features behave with different in size and genre of information sources. Motivated by this, in this paper we explore the relative importance of a number of contextaware features incorporated into our SA system through the Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) and the RST methods and present our observations.
II. RELATED WORK
An important research direction in context-aware SA is improving the robustness of SA systems after incorporating context. With this in mind, the recent advancements in SA have been revised in depth in [2] , [3] . For a summarized survey on the SA field, the reader is referred to the works presented in [13] - [15] . Existing methods count on sentiment lexicons, which are enumerative lists of sentiment terms used to indicate the sentiment changes. Representative examples of such sentiment lexicons range from General Inquirer [16] , Subjectivity Lexicon and Subjectivity Sense Annotations [3] to SentiWordNet [3] . Additionally, domain knowledge plays a key role, since a sentiment term's linguistic context often affects its sentiment charge. An initial attempt on SA was based on syntactic relations to identify new sentiment terms, that have been further considered as an early form of context exploitation [17] . Moreover, additional research works such as [18] and [19] started to realize that it difficult to identify context when processing sentences or paragraphs in isolation, underling the need of context incorporation to advance the human language technology systems w.r.t. SA. Particularly, in [18] , the authors suggest that inferential language models outperform conventional models without context processing capabilities. Moreover, in [19] , the impact of context linguistic features along with their combinations on the polarity of terms is examined. Their results suggest an improvement in accuracy.
On the whole, Sentiment Analysis research is organized into two main categories: the Machine Learning and the Lexiconaware SA. According to Machine Learning SA, a typical text representation refers to a list of terms that appear in documents unordered. Particularly, a binary representation w.r.t. the presence or absence reached the accuracy percentage of 87.2% on Movie Review Dataset [9] . Moreover, adding extra phrases to further express sentiment as features in the binary form ended up into even higher results of 90.6% [20] . We should mention at this point that the highest result of 96.9% was achieved by [2] , who used the term-frequency/inverse-document-frequency (tf-idf) weighting method. Furthermore, additional approaches include bigram feature selection mechanisms as the work presented in [21] . However, despite their high performance, these Machine Learning sentiment classifiers appear to adapt poorly. That could be explained if we consider that they often rely on particular features extracted from their domain's training data. Moreover, an additional deficiency of these methods is that it is time-consuming and costly as humanlabeled data is required.
On the other hand, as far as the Lexicon-aware SA method concerns, a text representation or learning step prior to the analysis is not a presupposition step. From a general perspective, sentiment lexicons are either a) manually generated and in this case humans assign the sentiment polarity values usually of limited coverage, or b) automatically generated. Among the manually generated lexicons the General Inquirer [16] and the Opinion Lexicon, are included. W.r.t. the automatically generated lexicons, the corpus-based and the dictionary-based are the two most common methods, starting both with a small set of seed terms. To be more precise, having an assertive seed set such as 'good', 'kind' and 'excellent' and a negative seed set containing terms such as 'bad', 'evil' and 'wicked', the above presented methods investigate to unfold the connections between terms to expand these sets. The main difference between these two methods is that corpus-based uses collection of documents while the dictionary-based uses lexical resources (i.e. machine-readable dictionaries). Representative prior work in the field, w.r.t. the Lexicon-aware method is presented in [17] . At a later time, this work has been extended to include conjoining adjectives in a document collection based on the conjunctions 'and' and 'but', to further indicate similarity and contrasting polarities between the conjoining adjectives respectively.
III. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTS

A. CRF and RST context incorporation methods
Conditional Random Field (CRF): We set our experimental procedure as follows. We assume that the input is a set of m document: {d 1 , d 2 is that for the j th sentence in the i th document s i j , it will assign a sentiment o ij ∈ {P : positive, N : negative} and a sentiment o ij ∈ {S : subjective, O : objective} respectively. Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) provide a probabilistic framework for calculating the probability of label sequences Y globally conditioned on sequences data X to be labeled. Parameters Θ=λ k , µ l are estimated by maximizing the conditional log-likelihood function L(Θ) of the training data.
where Z X is the normalization constant.
An extensive explanation of the parameters' notation used in our experimental setting is explained in detail in [22] .
Particularly, we use the CRF++ 0.58 1 , to build our linear CRF chain, with a one-to-one correspondence between states and labels. Our aim is to capture the context information (e.g. the neighboring sentences within a document or the sentences connected by transition words within the sentences. In other words, the aim of our sequence labeling model is to give a label to each sentence corresponding to the sentence sequence.
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST): We use and extend the method presented in [5] , [23] to take advantage of the discourse relations in the text to compute sentiment values. Specifically, these approaches use a parser that implements the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [6] to identify the discourse elements in the text. As a result, important discourse parts, are given a higher weight, while parts that are less relevant a lower one. Particularly, when such discourse relations have been applied, the authors of [5] reported an F 1 -score of 15%. To find the discourse relations in text, after completing the preprocessing of our data, we segment it into EDUs and finally we use the tool presented in [24] to parse the discourse (DPLP), to further create the RST trees for the individual sentences based on the suggested given feature set. The RST parser further generates the bracketing file for each document, which can be used for evaluation.
B. Context -aware language features
So far, a wide variety of context -aware features has been widely extracted from sentences for SA. In this work, with 1 https://taku910.github.io/crfpp/ the term "context -aware language features" we consider the following set of features. For an even more extended description of the features we used, the reader is directed to [25] .
• Vocabulary (Uni., Uni. and Bigrams).These features are based on the existence of unigrams and bigrams within the sentence.
• Length.We include a number of positive and negative words respectively that appear in our sentences (1948 positive and 4550 negative words respectively) [26] .
• Sentiment words. We include a list of 52 positive and 35 negative emoticons and a list of comparative adjectives, adverbs, superlative adjectives and adverbs or phrases ("compare to", "in contrast", etc.), as well as conjunction words and subordinating, coordinating and correlative conjunctions words.
• Positional. We include features that refer to the sentence position within the document. We define the beginning sentence as the one within the first 20% of the sentences, and the end sentence as the one within the last 20% respectively. Additionally, we consider the position of the positive and negative words respectively within the sentence.
• Context-aware RST. These binary features correspond to all types of the RST relationships.
• All. All features combined together. Table II shows the distribution of the datasets we are using: the Movie Review Dataset (MR) [9] and the Finegrained Sentiment Dataset (FSD) [27] . We use these datasets to evaluate the analysis performance, which we randomly split into a training and a test set of 75% and 25% respectively. Finally, the preprocessing we apply, includes tokenization and sentence splitting, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, lemmatization, NER, parsing, and coreference resolution based on the Stanford CoreNLP framework [28] .
C. Datasets
D. Experimental Results and Discussion
For our experimental purposes, we use the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (linear classifiers). We select this classifier due to their capability to produce remarkable results than many other models [29] . After selecting the best classifier, we optimize the classifiers by applying a 5-fold cross-validation on the training data. The aim of our evaluation is two-fold. First, we are interested in investigating the performance of our system compared to the baselines when context-aware language features are incorporated. Secondly, considering that the current work is an ongoing research work, which we would like to extend by applying our proposed method into additional social media platforms, we are interested in evaluating the contribution of each individual context-aware language feature of our system. For both collections, we further validate with the test set, the classifier that performed the best during the training time. Table III , shows classification results on the MR and FSD datasets. Bold font corresponds to the best performance on a dataset and the significant difference from the baselines. It is shown that there is no differentiation between the subjective and objective sentences when length features are used. One possible explanation would be that they might not be more accurate that the baselines classifiers (unigrams and unigrams combined with bigrams). In the MR collection we do not have positional features. However, we suspect that they will work particularly well for detecting subjectivity content. Such a result is expected, if we consider that for example in the conclusion of a document it is easier to detect a subjective opinion. As far as the context-aware RST features concern, these features lead to decent improvements over the baselines. A potential explanation for that, would be that not much information is presented into the relations among the text's sentences compared to the baselines. According to our results w.r.t. the FSD collection, we observe that the length, positional and the context-aware RST features contribute to a limited extend to the overall analysis performance. Combining all features together performs best on the MR dataset compared to the FSD. Particularly, we achieved marginal improvement while the reverse was not reported on the FSD dataset. This can be attributed to the fact that context-aware features are more likely to appear in the MR than in FSD due to the lengthier documents.
Moreover, the number of Sub./Obj. sentences and unigrams and bigrams respectively, which is about four times the size of the FSD, makes it more likely for MR to have a better lexical and length coverage, hence a better performance. Overall, our proposed method of merging the CRF and the RST methods to extend the pool of context-aware language features, performs better on the examined datasets, even when improvements are marginal. Finally, the improvement is more pronounced on the MR dataset.
On the whole, attempting to compare our overall results, we observe that even though some of our applied features are useful to detect subjective and objective comments, still they do not seem that able to detect positive and negative opinions (FSD collection), or at least more accurately compared to the baseline results.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we provide an extended set of context -aware language features for context -aware SA systems. We use the CRF and the RST methods to incorporate this feature set into two different in size and genre datasets. Moreover, we explore how each set of features behaves against these two datasets and we observe a number of interesting tendencies. Among these, the most interesting is that in both datasets the combination of the vocabulary feature set with the sentiment words feature set provides good performance. Also, the incorporation of the context -aware RST features provides slightly improvements compared to the baselines in the MR Dataset. Finally, for the future work, we intend to develop additional context -aware features that will be tested in an even wider range of datasets. Social media platforms that will differ from the other two in the size and their composition combined with the presented context incorporation methods we examined are expected to provide a more detailed comparative analysis of every contextaware language feature's role. Finally, we intend to compare our context -aware incorporation method with Deep Neural network approaches. [9] and the Finegrained Sentiment (FSD) [27] datasets.
